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Indian Railways is spending a huge amount in creating new assets by gauge conversion,
doubling and new line construction. For instance, the annual allotment made in the last five
years towards various projects over S.W. Rly is as below:
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Construction Unit is spending most of above sanctions towards earth work in formation,
PSC/Steel bridges and track.
On date, earth work is completely mechanized. Thanks to revolution in earth work construction
equipment. The psc & concrete bridge constructions are completely mechanized. Thanks to
urban development and increased high way construction.
We the pioneers of steel bridge construction, losing our control on the steel construction
technology, of late realized and suitable action plan being taken to save the same.
Track Construction is the Unique technique known to Railway Engineers on Indian Railways,
leave aside metro projects as the most of track on Metros is ballast-less and not supposed to
carry heavy loads and differential speeding trains. Any input towards mechanization of track
linking has to be completely supported by Railways only. No of players on Railway
Construction also are limited and localized to individual zones.
On Indian Railways, to cater the heavy axle loads, heavier track materials such as PSC sleepers
and UTS rails are being used. They require careful handling with cranes and other mechanical
means. While spreading also, care should be taken to avoid dents, scratches on UTS rails, as
they may lead to inherent defects and thus sudden failure under service loads. Care should be
taken to avoid damage and cracks in PSC sleepers, as even a small hair crack causes sudden
failure leading to catastrophes.

Further, to deploy tamping machines for maintenance, the sleeper spacing should be uniform,
which requires machine deployment as the heavy PSC sleepers can’t be laid manually at square
and at exact spacing. Hence, there is lot of emphasis, more and more on deployment of
machines to lay track.
In India, full-fledged track laying machines are not deployed so far. Even for the New Track
Construction Machine, the prerequisite is to distribute the rails along the alignment. To deploy
a New Track Construction machine which can lay 10 sleepers per minute (2 hr 45 min per Km)
sufficient work front is required. Considering the Open line requirement also, deployment of
NTC with initial cost of 30 Cr and heavy Deployment and Operational Cost per day per site,
will be a burden in the current scenario.
To meet these track tolerances, SWR construction unit resorted to some innovative machines
especially in Gauge Conversions, with courtesy of our track linking contractors. In this paper
we try to introduce these machines to all the Railway Engineers.
The works involving in Track linking can be listed as below
Finishing the Formation to the tolerances
Laying the initial ballast cushion
Rolling the ballast to initial thickness and width
Spreading the Sleepers to correct spacing
Linking the rails & Welding
Spreading the Remaining Ballast
Deploying Tamping machines
Finishing Formation Top
Formation top level should be in one plain along the longitudinal section to get good rail top
after linking. A stringent tolerance of +/-25mm over designed value is allowed in the finished
level of formation. Along the cross section the top level should be +/- 10 mm from the designed
level.

Spreading of blanket material with graders
To meet this, in gauge conversions, existing MG ballast was removed and stacked separately.
Blended blanket material to RDSO specifications GE3 was laid on the top of the existing
formation, duly correcting the gradients. Mechanical graders were used to spread the blanket
material.

Sprinkling water to increase moisture content to OMC

This layer was in addition to the blended blanketing that was used as per RDSO guide lines in
Earth work. After spreading the blanket material, the top was rolled and water was sprinkled
with water tankers as in embankment construction.

Vibratory rollers to obtain level and compaction

Vibratory rollers as required to compact the granular soils were deployed to finish the
formation top. Generally, road vehicles at high speed used to be plied on the finished formation
and any discomfort in riding, next activity of ballast spreading is not permitted.
Laying the initial ballast cushion (Retrieving the Old Ballast)
After taking over formation, initial ballast is to be laid. Generally, this initial ballast includes
retrieved ballast from existing MG ballast. Existing MG ballast contains lot of fines (particles
finer than 20mm) due to attrition that are to be separated, before putting the same into new the
new track.

Dumpers fitted with perforations/grating

To retrieve the existing ballast, tractors fitted with dozers were used, and the result is
contaminated ballast. Screening the collected ballast is a tedious job, before stacking the same
and taking it into account.
To have clean ballast, an innovative method was
adopted.

segregated ballast and dust
The dumpers intended to transport the retrieved ballast were fitted with gratings with 20mm
perforations at a 150mm to 200mm above the body, thus separating the dumper body into two
compartments. After loading at existing alignment, the dumper has to travel at least 100 to 150
meters to stack the ballast. Due to the movement on the undulated surfaces, the agitated ballast
segregated into, <20mm particles and >20mm sized particles. And the result is, clean ballast on
the new formation. Prior to this experiment, there used to be lot of arguments and pleadings
over the ballast screening.
Spreading of sleepers:
After initial ballast layer rolling with 10 T static roller, the next job is to spread the sleepers. The
sleepers are to be laid at 1540 density, ie at 650mm spacing. sleepers used to be transported upto
nearest LC or along the formation slope by the transport contractor. There after the linking
contractor has to shift the sleepers to its designated location. To shift the sleepers, the
contractors engage man power, who in turn drag and throw those heavy PSC sleepers. Even the
leveled ballast surface used to spoil due to this wrong handling, requiring extra efforts to get
level rail top while linking. To ease out all these chaos, a small yet innovative apparatus has
been designed and fabricated by one of our track linking contractor.

It consists of a steel frame with chain slings to hold the sleepers at their nominated locations, ie.,
at loading points thro’ SGCI inserts.This frame can be attached to JCB. The JCB with the
sleepers, maneuver on the leveled ballast. With the help of two assistants, these sleepers can be
positioned in the designated locations. Before placing them on the ground, the second

Use of Hydra with slings to spread sleepers
frame- sleeper spacer will be put into use. These sleeper spacers are section specified, ie, they
will be fabricated according to the sleeper density of the section. These sleeper spacer being
straight, controls the alignment also. After placing the first set of sleepers at their designated
location, duly spacing them with sleeper spacers, the second set of sleepers are placed adjacent

frame to maintain sleeper spacing
to the already aligned sleepers. With the help of these sleeper placer and sleeper spacer frames,
we achieve the new track laying standards as specified in the para of IRPWM. When it is to be
discussed of cost economy, no extra charges were paid to the contractor, towards use of above
machinery.

After sleeper spacing, next comes threading of rails. We could not innovate in this area,
however the handling of UTS rails was done with slings at loading points to the extent possible
and carried to work spot with utmost care. To carry rails to the remote places of projects,
especially when panels are to be used to reduce the SKV welding population, there is only one

option. First link the track with class II rails and then lead the panels by BT. this is a good
option, but in gauge conversions where the linking has to be done in minimum time (during
mega block), this option is not so useful.
On the other hand, on SWR we used maximum two rail panels in gauge conversions. To carry
26M long rails, it is not possible to use any road vehicle. Further, even the 13M long rails can’t
be taken to semi ghat sections or sections negotiating plains without road connectivity. To carry
rails without any damage to rails, we used some innovative rail cars that can ply on existing
MG track.

rail lorry to carry two rail panel with crane facility

It was built with the help of two Eicher trucks back to back with swivel trolleys in between.
These swivels help in negotiating curves. The trucks can ply both front and back and are built
with two cranes at end to load and unload the rails.
It can be seen that the axles were fabricated duly adding steel flats to tyre rims. The axles can be
replaced at site after bringing them to track on rubberized wheels. The swiveled trolleys will are
to be plied in some other truck to spot and after replacing the rubberized wheels with fabricated
steel wheels, they are to be connected with steel sling frames with trolleys.

Another example of innovation in our Construction is use of rail Lorries to transport and insert
ballast in the linked track to complete the ballasting to the profile. This arrangement was
achieved by simply changing the tyred wheels with fabricated BG axles to suit the dumpers.
Ballast used to be collected at null points and level crossings, as it is a long lead item while the
formation and linking works are in progress. All the long lead items used to progress in tandem
with the main works such as bridges and other earth works.

rail lorry for ballast dumping

A single rail lorry can carry around 8-10Cum of ballast and at peak times as much as 20
dumpers were used in one section to complete the ballasting. The periodicity of these dumpers
is in general used to be around 90 min per trip. Thus in a shift of 12Hrs we could insert around
75 to 90Cum per truck.

Further to regulate the ballast dumping, the opening was so fabricated that it regulates the
quantity of ballast to be dumped in crib and shoulders.

These all innovations arise out of necessity, as the availability of track linking labour is reducing
day by day and the infrastructure development in the metros, attracting the work force.

chute arrangements for crib and ballast insertion
The authors strongly feel that, if the builders/contractors are supported with certain assurance,
they will come forth with more and more innovations to support the construction organization.
Along with above innovations, we used road cranes to insert points and crossings, PSC slabs
and even small track machines before requesting the Open line to arrange for Tamping
machines.
At the end, we can suggest that, the cost economics plays a vital role in mechanization and to
deploy a complete track laying machine, a targeted new project of at least 100km length can be
selected as a pilot project. How to deploy the machine can be decided after deliberations.

